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EXEC
Funding issues and priorities for the
cultural sector; from grant-funded and
not-for-profit organisations to public
bodies and commercial entities.
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This report has been written by
Culture Central, a leader and
collective voice for arts and
culture across Birmingham city
and the wider region. It has been
commissioned by the Greater
Birmingham & Solihull Local
Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP)1.
LEPs are business-led partnerships
involving the private, public and
academic sectors, focused on
economic development and
improving the quality of life of our
citizens.
This report recommends an
approach to cultural investments
and prioritisation for GBSLEP,
which is also applicable to many
other LEPs and public funders
across the UK.
1
Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP www.gbslep.co.uk includes the local authority areas of Birmingham,
Solihull, Cannock Chase, East Staffordshire, Lichfield, Tamworth, Bromsgrove, Redditch and Wyre Forest

Greater Birmingham and
Solihull has a rich and broad
‘cultural ecology’, with local arts
development existing alongside the
work of the major institutions, the
expertise of specific cultural and
community identities being valued
alongside the runaway success
of commercial theatre hits, and
contemporary practice and heritage
assets being celebrated in equal
measure. The quality of this ecology
is reflected in the level of national
investment attracted by Birmingham
and the surrounding area from the
Arts Council - more than any city
outside London.
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The cultural sector is an important
part of the West Midlands economy,
with 131 million visitors in 2018
identifying recreational activities
as making up 13% of their spend2.
Within the GBSLEP geography the
creative economy is worth £4.1bn
and accounts for 50,000 jobs (5.6%
of the total workforce)3. As a key
driver of placemaking, culture is
important to achieving quality of life
targets: in the GBSLEP Strategic
Economic Plan (SEP) 2016-2030,
it is identified as a key factor in the
growth of the region, increasing the
desire of citizens to live, work and
study here whilst improving their
overall wellbeing and happiness.

07

The role of GBSLEP in
cultural development
This report seeks to define the role
of GBSLEP in cultural development
in the region. As one of several key
organisations seeking to support
the growth of the cultural sector,
GBSLEP is required to work in a
way that complements and adds
value to the other agencies and
agendas in play, including the
critical investments of the Arts
Council England, the historic
and emerging agendas of local
government, and the strategies
of the sector itself - at both
organisational and cluster level.
We propose that GBSLEP has an
opportunity to use its leadership
voice, and its investment
capabilities, in a way that amplifies
and extends the existing cultural
landscape in the region and is
aligned with its core economic
development purpose.

1. Create Cultural
Action Zones
We propose that investing in
particular places, in defined
geographic areas, under the
idea of ‘cultural action zones’ will
best facilitate a multi-agency,
multi-activity model of cultural
development to proliferate and
thrive. We suggest this approach
because the evidence from other
places, and other sectors, indicates
that the biggest impact is made
2
Visitor Economy Statistics West Midlands Growth Company
3
Mapping the Creative Economy of
Greater Birmingham (2017) GBSLEP
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We propose that this can best
be achieved with investment at
place-making, capacity-building
and individual project levels summarised as a 3-step plan as
follows:
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in a sector when multiple activity
coheres to create a bigger ‘whole’.
Cultural Action Zones can be
scalable to a particular place at a
particular time, and are therefore as
relevant to Redditch or Lichfield as
they are to Birmingham.

4
Department for Digital, Culture,
Media & Sport (DCMS)

• Builds on regional distinctiveness
• Extends or creates new
‘class-leading’ assets.
• Takes an innovative
approach to cultural investment
• Contributes to a cluster/
ecosystem-based model

These four characteristics provide the
basis for a ‘Cultural Action Framework’,
setting out proposed investment criteria
for all new projects. This framework
will be useful in managing competing
demands on limited resources, and is
designed to fit into existing assessment
processes for the allocation of the
Local Growth Fund and future funding
that might become available.
Together, these steps will ensure
a system-led, rather than projectfocused, approach, resulting in
cultural development outcomes
with far-reaching benefits for the
region as a whole.

Photo: Birmingham Conservatoire

3. Refine cultural
investment criteria
We suggest that GBSLEP can
encourage better alignment
between cultural development and
economic development by ensuring
that every new cultural sector
project that it invests in:

Photo: Peter Williams. ‘Space Pups’ installation by Space Cadets, KAF 2014
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2. Build cultural
development capacity
The capacity for cultural
development has undergone a
considerable shift in recent years.
It was traditionally the responsibility
of local government in close
partnership with government
departments such as DCMS4,
but reductions in public funding
have significantly reduced this
provision and the model now needs
reinventing. We propose that this
should be achieved through a
sector-led, collaborative approach,
with the formation of appropriate
vehicles that can encourage
delivery at both project and placemaking levels through a range
of leadership and administration
functions.
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ABOUT THIS
REPORT

Photo: Punch Records

This report was
commissioned
by GBSLEP and
produced by Gary
Topp & Steve Ball
(Culture Central)
and Rob Elkington
(Arts Connect).

This document is not intended
as a replacement for the many
cultural, economic and development
strategies that exist. The analysis
and ideas presented within it arise
from long-term daily engagement
with the cultural sector and its
leaders (an embedded approach)
rather than as a result of a formal
consultation process.
A limited review of the literature
on place-making and cultural
development was undertaken,
along with consideration of various
national and regional reports and
strategy documents (see Appendix
2 for a full list). Visits to Chicago
(as part of the Birmingham civic
delegation in June 2018) and Leeds
(in May 2018) provided an additional
opportunity to collect evidence and
develop insight.

Also informing this report are the
outcomes from several focus group
discussions, held in Staffordshire
and Worcestershire with leaders in
the arts, culture, local government
and voluntary sectors in June 2018
(see Appendix 1 for details). The
primary purpose of these focus
groups was to test out the concepts
of the proposed project investment
criteria, and to understand how
these might apply in Towns and
Local Centres (TLCs). The level
of readiness to engage with future
opportunities was also explored,
and tested against the good practice
criteria from the literature on ‘what
works’ in TLC regeneration.
Not only were these focus group
sessions hugely valuable in
informing the recommendations
within this report, they also provided
an opportunity for all those involved
to consider important questions
around cultural development in a
structured and managed way for
the first time. In effect, to begin
a localised version of sector-led
leadership.
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BACKGROUND
Greater Birmingham is good at culture. It
has a rich and broad ‘cultural ecology’, with
local arts development existing alongside the
work of the major institutions, the expertise
of specific cultural and community identities
being valued alongside the runaway success
of commercial theatre hits, and contemporary
practice and heritage assets being
celebrated in equal measure.

Photo: Manuel Harlan © Royal Shakespeare Company

The quality of this cultural ecology
is reflected in the level of national
investment attracted by Birmingham
and the surrounding area from the
Arts Council England - more than
any city outside London.
The cultural sector is an important
part of the GBSLEP region’s
overall creative economy, which
is currently worth £4.1bn and
accounts for 50,000 jobs (5.6%
of the total workforce)5. Culture
plays a major role in attracting and
retaining talent, encouraging inward
investment and boosting the visitor
economy, which records 131 million
visitors to the region in 2018, with
nearly £1billion spent by them on
recreation alone6.
Photo: Verity Milligan.
Birmingham Weekender 2017.
ACE Dance Carribean Carnival

6

As a key driver of placemaking,
culture is important to achieving
quality of life targets in the GBSLEP
Strategic Economic Plan 20162030, it is identified as a key
factor in the growth of the region,
increasing the desire of citizens
to live, work and study here whilst
improving their overall wellbeing
and happiness.

5
Mapping the Creative Economy of Greater Birmingham (2017) GBSLEP
131million visitors to WMCA region in 2018 creating a £12.6Bn impact, 13% of which is
recreational spend and 19% food and drink, source: West Midlands Growth Company
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What is ‘culture’?
The definition of the cultural sector
is the subject of much debate.
In its broadest sense, it includes
music, food, literature, dance,
heritage (including built, natural and
intangible heritage), sport, theatre,
art, and architecture. Its relationship
to the creative industries is
frequently under review, however
for the purposes of this report we
accept the position taken by Jeremy
Wright, the former Secretary of
State for Digital, Culture, Media &
Sport (DCMS), who explained in
a speech in Coventry in February
2019 that as far as the government
is concerned, culture (and the
cultural industries) are part of the
creative industries.7

The cultural sector also includes
charities, non-profits and other
apparently non-commercial
business structures.
In its report ‘Understanding the
value of arts and culture’8,the Arts
and Humanities Research Council
describes the cultural sector as “not
only the subsidised cultural sector
but also the commercial, amateur
and participatory which, after all,
are where most people find their
cultural engagement”. It suggests
that cultural value is being created
“not just in publicly-funded concert
halls, art galleries, theatres and
museums, important as these are;

Photo: Thom Bartley. Birmingham Open Media

Photo: Nicki Pugh. Colony Live Lab

Photo: Ian Jukes Robot Autopsy

This broad definition of culture
aligns with the policies and
practices of the non-departmental
DCMS arms-length bodies, such
as Arts Council England, Historic
England and the National Lottery
Heritage Fund.

The shifting
face of culture

but also commercial film, music
and literature; young people getting
together in a band, amateur choirs,
local art clubs and reading groups,
and people crafting at home or
in local clubs; as well as those
engaging in prisons, hospitals and
care homes”.
In short, the cultural sector is hugely
broad, extremely diverse and rarely
responsive to a ‘one size fits all’
approach.
‘Cultural development’ is used
as a broad term to describe the
overall context within which cultural
practice is supported, developed
and convened. It has a strong
relationship to place-making,
economic development and a wide
range of social outcomes. It is
about the way that the whole sector
interacts with Greater Birmingham
wide systems and infrastructure
and how resources are secured
and deployed for a wide range of
outcomes.

Cultural production and
consumption has never been more
dispersed or incalculable. Culture
used to happen in designated
buildings (theatres, museums
and concert halls) and there was
a sense of public investment for
public good. It was a city (or town)
centre-based infrastructure fed
by transport routes and shopping
destinations, and it mirrored the
accepted town planning norms
of centralised retail and business
district models.
However, we are increasingly
moving towards a more ‘fluid’
culture - whereby individuals,
communities and places
experience culture, or create
cultural experiences, in ever more
individual and changing ways.
This is often attributed to the digital
revolution, but is equally true of the
‘slow’ culture seen in the rise of
the ‘maker’ approach. The power
and effect of this change is still
emerging, but is already showing
signs of a contemporary sector in
positive transition - representing a
unique opportunity to extend culture
beyond its usual place in economic
policy.
There is arguably no better location
than Greater Birmingham to pioneer
cultural innovation. We are already
seeing major adaptations in practice
and business models by the major
city centre institutions, mirrored by
a growing cultural practice across

15
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the city in increasingly dispersed
locations, communities, and
economic circumstances. It is no
longer enough to consider culture
simply in terms of major flagship
institutions - rather as a rich and
varied ecology in which the small
players are as important and as
valued as the big ones. It is this
‘cultural ecology’ model that needs
investing in: a future model and not
a Victorian one.
There are clear parallels with other
industries, where investment in the
interrelationships between projects,
institutions and activity has resulted
in successful industrial ‘clusters’
- there is no reason that such an
approach could not be taken to
cultural development as well.

7
According the DCMS, the ‘creative industries’ includes the economic output of artists and cultural
organisations, commercial enterprises in creative sectors ranging from advertising to television, and
those sectors of the digital economy most reliant on creative inputs, including the production and
distribution of video games and the production of other kinds of entertainment software and consultancy.
This definition includes artists, freelance workers, the self-employed as well as those in employment.
8
Understanding the value of arts & culture: The AHRC Cultural Value Project, by Geoffrey Crossick &
Patrycja Kaszynska (2016) Arts and Humanities Research Council.
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In many places, our region
included, culture is always
welcomed but rarely prioritised, and
is very often misunderstood as a
subsidised public sector industry.
The rare exception to this is where
a place (be it a town, city or region)
is able to attribute transformational
change to particular events or titles,
such as in Hull and Liverpool as
a result of their Capital of Culture
status in 2017 and 2008, or indeed
Barcelona after the 1992 Olympics.
These events often have the ability
to remove the stifling restrictions of
evidence-led policy-making and to
unlock the economic potential of a
place in new ways.

The role of culture
in Birmingham’s
global city status

Photo: Verity Milligan. Birmingham Weekender 2017.Canal Serenade

Photo: Birmingham Culture Central

To date, interventions to improve
the performance of the city region
as a national or international
cultural leader have been largely
unsuccessful. This may be because
of a tendency to pursue generalised
sector development approaches:
taking a ‘broad brush’ rather than
a focused approach to cultural
development. It may also reflect
a perception of the cultural sector
as an ‘imposter’ in the context
of local economic and industry
development, which consequently
lowers its status within economic/
industrial strategies.

Photo: Nick Hynan. Birmingham Weekender 2017, Fluid Festival

In fact, there has been little change
in how Birmingham is perceived
since the publication of the 2010 Big
City Culture plan, which noted that
Birmingham “is often still regarded
as the poor relation of British cities
(especially amongst people who
have not recently visited) and its
national and international image
needs to be improved so that it is
not just a great place to live, but is
seen as one of the world’s most
attractive cities for living, working
and visiting.”

In almost all cases, cities that
feature higher up in city indexes
have a distinctive culture offer that
have recent signs of major and
ongoing investment, coupled with
an increasingly rich and diverse
cultural ecology. The evidence is
clear that a thriving cultural ecology
is an indisputable part of city
success.

Photo: Verity Milligan. Birmingham
Weekender 2017. Clash of Drums

In recent years there has
been much positive economic
change happening in Greater
Birmingham and Solihull, as
evidenced by growing levels of
investor confidence, high-profile
relocations including Deloitte,
HMRC and HSBC, rising levels of
entrepreneurism, and the increasing
popularity of Birmingham as a
relocation hotspot out of London,
particularly for young professionals.
However, the growth of the city
region is not yet reflected in its
ranking on the many global city
indexes that now exist. It has not
yet broken through in the way that
Barcelona did in the 90s or that
Seattle, Berlin or Austin have in
recent years. And it goes without
saying that it is still a significant
step behind the frequent ‘winners’
such as Vancouver and Melbourne.
Indeed, in a UK context it generally
falls below Manchester, Edinburgh,
Bristol and Glasgow (for example in
the 2016/17 Innovation Cities index).

17

However, it must be recognised that
for every ‘major event/year of’ that
is cited as being highly successful,
there are equally as many that have
not achieved their full impact or
legacy. Delivering a great event is
not enough - to achieve long-term
benefits it is necessary to prioritise
a sector in all plans, decisions and
opportunities over a concerted and
protracted period of time.
Coventry City of Culture 2021
and the Birmingham 2022
Commonwealth Games provide
valuable opportunities to capitalise
on the cultural strengths of
the region, but they must be
understood as important parts of
a bigger jigsaw, not as an end in
themselves. Meaningful change
can only be achieved if significantly
new and different capacity-building
arrangements are in place. The
predominantly public sector-led
model of the past can no longer
be the sole solution. We need
to evolve a new combination
of leadership, economy and
attitude when it comes to cultural
development, with a radically
refreshed set of working protocols
and approaches.
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National and regional contexts

Photo: Andrew Fox. Birmingham
Weekender 2017. Barber on the streets

Photo: WM Growth

The GBSLEP Strategic
Economic Plan 2016-2030
Culture features prominently
in GBSLEP’s own overarching
strategy for the economic future of
the region. The current Strategic
Economic Plan identifies the need
to: “Enhance and harness the
potential of our cultural and creative
assets as a key strategic driver,”
and further emphasises that: “The
opportunity to capitalise on our
cultural assets and to harness the
potential of our creative sector
has never been greater. The
momentum being generated by our
improving international connectivity
and the transformational
regeneration plans being delivered
across the LEP area are driving
increased visitor numbers and
represent a major opportunity for
our existing cultural assets and the
development of new ones.”

Industrial Strategy and
Local Industrial Strategy
The West Midlands Local
Industrial Strategy (LIS) builds on a
distinctive economy – creative and
innovative - a diverse and young
population, with global supply
chain strengths that is connected,
trading and entrepreneurial.
Unique opportunities ahead include
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth
Games and Coventry City of
Culture 2021. The LIS focuses
on four new market opportunities;
including ‘Creative Content,
techniques & technologies’
as well as twelve high growth
sectors, which include the creative
industries.

Sector deals and the
Bazalgette Review
The government’s Industrial
Strategy was underpinned by the
idea of ‘sector deals’, the scope
and potential value of which to the
creative industries was explored in
a 2017 independent review led by
Sir Peter Bazalgette. This review9
led to an £80m call for ideas via
the Arts and Humanities Research
Council (AHRC), and more recently
the launch of a £20m contestable
‘Cultural Development Fund’,
managed by Arts Council England.
Despite concerted efforts from the
cultural sector, the region has had
little success in securing funding
as a result of these sector deals.
There are many lessons and views
on this but an obvious one is the
need to be better organised and
clearer on our intended outcomes
to enhance our chances of success.
Addressing the creative industries
with too broad a brush is unlikely to
be as successful as picking a subsector (as appropriate to the AHRC
call). ‘Distinctiveness’ will always be
a more powerful proposition than
‘generalities’.

Photo: Birmingham Culture Central

Any cultural development across the West Midlands region must take into
account the backdrop of various national and regional cultural strategies,
priorities and policies, and the relationships between various tiers of
government and other agencies.

Investment from nondepartmental bodies
GBSLEP is only one player in a
complex public sector landscape.
A range of DCMS arms-length
bodies are involved in cultural
development, including Arts Council
England, Historic England, and the
National Lottery Heritage Fund.
Any proposals on a local level must
work within the existing structures
and relationships of these agencies.
For example, Arts Council England
invested £68.4m in the year
2018/19 across the wider West
Midlands (6-LEP geography10).
The role of any cultural
development initiative should
therefore be to amplify these
investments by creating conditions
that build upon the work in hand,
rather than being completely
separate. This alignment, while
complex to achieve, is vital to
success.

Photo: Thom Bartley.
Birmingham Open Media

9
Independent Review of the Creative
Industries (2017) Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport

www.lepnetwork.net/ includes GBSLEP,
BCLEP, CWLEP, StokeStaffsLEP, WLEP
and The Marches LEP

10
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There has been a major shift in
the way that Local Authorities
(LAs) resource arts and culture
and invest in development. The
reduction in direct revenue grants to
organisations has been significant
in every part of the region. Less
visible is the universal removal of
the once-strong LA arts education
specialists and arts advisors to
schools. Most single-tier authorities
have significantly reduced the
numbers of Arts Development
Officers to between 0.5 and 3,
and some now have no capacity
at all. District Councils have been
a notable exception, doing much
to maintain their provision to date,
but this is coming under pressure
as financial constraints continue to
impact budgets. LAs have reshaped
their statutory provision of Library
and Archive Services, only ten have

The overall picture is one of LAs
striving to maintain provision with
reduced development capacity.
Even within the geography of
the city region, the role of local
government plays out very
differently in each place. Where
there are big opportunities, such
as Coventry City of Culture 2021,
capacity has been enhanced, but
in the unsuccessful bidding towns
and cities the retrenchment trend
continues.
In recognising this range of drivers,
decision-makers and attributes it
becomes clear that its complexity
can be disempowering, confusing
and the real decision-making
capabilities become obscure. Most
significantly of all it can act upon the
sector and its leaders to leave them
unclear about their own capacity
as agents of change and influence
beyond their own organisational
boundaries. It is only through a
truly sector-led and collaborative
approach that we will, as GBSLEP
envisages, fully ‘harness the
potential of our cultural assets.’

As one of several key organisations
seeking to support the growth of the
cultural sector, GBSLEP is required to
work in a way that complements and
adds value to the other agencies and
agendas in play, including the critical
investments of Arts Council England,
the historic and emerging agendas of
local government, and the strategies of
the sector itself - at both organisational
and cluster level.
This report proposes that GBSLEP
has a key role to play in the creation of
a new model of cultural development
in Greater Birmingham and Solihull,
by using its leadership voice, and its
investment capabilities, in a way that
amplifies and extends the existing
cultural landscape in the region and
is aligned with its core economic
development purpose.
Photo: WM Growth

Reduction in local
government resources
The role of local government in
cultural policy, development and
delivery continues to change in
line with wider shifts towards an
‘enabling’ rather than a leading or
funding role.

retained their music services, and
central museums staff has been
reduced as income targets have
grown. These people are often the
most senior people working in arts
and culture in the LAs. The arts and
cultural agenda at senior level has
been merged with other duties as
this tier of management has been
rationalised, in some cases to the
point of invisibility.

Photo: Greg Milner. MC-Handsworth Self Portrait 40 Years On Exhibition

A 3-step plan for
cultural development
in the GBSLEP region

21

We suggest that this can best be achieved with
investment at place-making, capacity-building and
individual project levels, through the creation of
‘Cultural Action Zones’, the establishment of suitable
development/delivery vehicles, and an updated
approach to cultural investment.
Together, these recommendations can be summarised
as a ‘3-step plan for cultural development’: capacity

Create Cultural Action Zones

Build cultural development capacity
Refine cultural investment criteria
The following pages set out these recommendations
in more detail, provide the rationale behind them and
explore how they might work in practice.

W W W . CUL T URECENT RAL . CO . UK

Photo: Dani Bower. Compagnie Didier Theron in Air at Birmingham
International Dance Festival 2018, produced by DanceXchange.
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The term ‘cultural
action zone’ describes
a concerted, multiagency, multi-action
approach to cultural
development in a
specific place.

23

A cultural action zone can exist
at various scales, from city centre
to local high street, and can
involve projects of all sizes, from
major redevelopments to smaller
community-led initiatives.
Each area can have many
component actions, interesting
projects, and multiple outcomes.
It is, in essence, a system change
proposition, not simply a projectbased proposition, and is put
forward as an antidote to the current
situation that promulgates a set
of atomised project initiatives that
only half talk to each other, are
poorly interrelated and, whilst often
innovative at project level, have
not led to step change at cluster or
ecosystem level.

This proposition seeks to develop
a ground-breaking approach to
cultural infrastructure that looks at
the entire ecosystem investment
model to understand how each
investment contributes to a wider
system that is highly contemporary
(in design, connectivity, cultural
practice and business sustainability)
and in so doing places equal value
on small scale interventions, noncity centre regeneration activity,
‘meanwhile’ use, etc. at a local level.

Photo: Lee Allen. Creative Black Country

Photo: Black Country Consortium

This approach, already begun
through the investments in place
from the GBSLEP and other
agencies, can lead and facilitate a
ten-year investment programme
that makes the capital assets of
the cultural sector fit for purpose
and act as ‘anchors’ for associated
development activity in a clusters
(ecology) based model.
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The role of cultural
action zones in talent
development

• Towns and local centres that have a
current, or latent, set of cultural assets
and organisations, such as Solihull or
Balsall Heath
• Major development sites such
as Smithfield in Birmingham
• Anchor project sites arising from other
investments such as High Speed 2
• Commonwealth Games delivery sites
including those outside Birmingham

Lack of connectivity is currently a
major barrier to the progression
of talent, particularly in terms of
the lack of entry points to those
who are from less advantaged
backgrounds and are non-white. We
argue it should be possible within
the Cultural Action Zone concept to
make a serious attempt to address
these barriers and enable the talent
within the diverse communities to
thrive.

Photo: Birmingham Culture Central

Examples might include:

An important function of the cultural
action zones will be to facilitate
the development of new talent. All
successful place-based change
programmes recognise that
investment in ‘talent’ is crucial - in
other strategies or sectors it might
be called a ‘labour market strategy’
or a skills strategy.

Photo: Graeme Braidwood. Stan’s Cafe.The Tempest, Saltley Academy

GBSLEP is ideally placed to create
an overview of the current economic
development landscape for the region
and begin to identify cultural development
hotspots. It should achieve this with its
partner agencies and develop a proposed
set of preferred ‘cultural action zone’ sites.

Cultural action zones in
towns and local centres
In recent years there have been
multiple interventions in skills
and talent development and it
is recommended that GBSLEP
identify key ways to leverage the
projects that show evidence of
promise to date and so build upon
the significant R&D investment
that has already gone into them.
These include emerging practitioner
programmes such as Next
Generation at MAC Birmingham,
The Furnace at Birmingham REP,
next-level-up programmes such as
ASTONish run by Lara Ratnaraja
and Helga Henry and Gallery 37
from Punch Records, or first contact
programmes into the creative
industries such as Foot-in-the-Door
or Creative Apprenticeships from
Creative Alliance.
With the rapid contraction of
opportunities to study arts and
creative subjects in formal schooling
set to continue there are serious
concerns about the ‘pipeline’ into
talent programmes that currently
exist. Therefore more radical
thinking is required to quickly cohere
and secure what exists and what
is done so well in this region or
there is a severe risk of the region’s
talent being lost to the sector. At the
launch of the Beatfreeks ‘Who Runs
Brum’ report, young people who
had left the city and found success
elsewhere commented that they
didn’t feel that the city listened to
them or supported them, so they
left, as it was too hard to get the
breaks they needed in the West
Midlands.

Towns and Local Centres (TLCs)
are a crucial part of the economic
fabric of Greater Birmingham and
Solihull, but are declining as a result
of economic and social factors
including changing consumer habits
and rising business rates.
In 2019, GBSLEP published
its Towns and Local Centres
Framework, with a view to informing
investment decisions that add value
to existing regeneration activities
led by Local Authorities. In this
document, GBSLEP argues that
residents want ‘different things
from towns today’ and there is a
need to offer a ‘viable and exciting
alternative’ to out of town and
internet shopping with ‘a different
style of interaction’ and offering
a variety of experiences, with
an emphasis on developing a
distinctive ‘local culture’.
However, there is a sobering
recognition that without significant
investment in the quality of local
leadership, local engagement,
robust delivery structures and action
plans, city-led projects will always
win out over TLCs when it comes to
the assessment of economic return
on investment.
We tested the idea of cultural
action zones through a series of
focus groups held with influential
TLC stakeholders in Staffordshire
and Worcestershire from the arts,
culture, local government and
voluntary sectors in June 2018

(see Appendix 1 for details of focus
group participation).
It was clear that the participants in
the focus groups knew and loved
their places in deep and profound
ways, and were committed to their
potential for growth. However, while
ambition was evident, there was
clearly low capacity for collective
action. It didn’t take long to identify
a high level of existing cultural and
creative activity and assets, but
most of it co-existing rather than
being co-ordinated. There was
no shared record or analysis of
what these assets were or their
potential for development and
investment, nor was there any
shared articulation of what made
each place distinct in relation to
each other.
Not only were these focus group
sessions hugely valuable in
informing the recommendations
within this report, they also provided
an opportunity for all those involved
to consider important questions
around cultural development
in a structured and managed
way for the first time. In effect,
to begin a localised version of
sector-led leadership. We suggest
that GBSLEP capitalises on this
progress by facilitating further
consultation with key industry
players over the coming months.

Key recommendations
for Step 1
• GBSLEP should create an
overview of the current
economic development
landscape for the region
and begin to identify cultural
development hotspots.
• GBSLEP should identify key
ways to leverage projects
that show evidence of
serious attempts to address
the barriers to entry into the
cultural sector faced by new
talent from BAME and other
disadvantaged backgrounds.
• GBSLEP should consult with
business/industry, including
launching an ‘Industry Forum’
to include a mix of cultural
players to take existing
conversations further.
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STEP 2

Photo: Lee Allen. Creative Black Country

There is a clear relationship between sector
development capacity and the ability of a sector
to progress, transform and realise its potential.
Indeed, the participants of the
TLC focus groups outlined in the
previous section all recognised the
need to build on the strength of local
leadership and develop the capacity
for cross-sector collective working
as a pre-condition for meeting their
ambitions and challenges. Across
the board, this capacity has been
seriously squeezed and underinvested in - after all, who will pay
for capacity-building when delivering
core services is under so much
pressure?
In order for the cultural sector in
Greater Birmingham and Solihull to
realise its potential, there will need
to be a rebuilding of the cultural
development capacity within the
areas identified as cultural action
zones. While defining the precise
nature and form of this capacity is
beyond the scope of this report,
we propose that any development/
delivery vehicle should:

• be sector led, and have the buyin and support of organisations
within the cultural industry;

• have a progressive and
embedded relationship with nondepartmental cultural agencies;

• be constituted in a manner that
allows it to transact business in a
formal way, rather than being a
loose partnership; and

• be influential at a senior
leadership level.
The sector itself must become the
confident architect of its own future
ambitions if it is to achieve longterm, systemic change and avoid
the short-termism of political cycles,
second-tier decision making and
generic actions. This journey has
already started, with an increasing
range of leadership forums,
consortium groups and a recognition
that collaboration and innovation
go hand in hand, but there is a long
way to go.

This is not a new approach - Culture
Central has been exploring this
potential for the past two years
as a ‘proof of concept’, and the
Chambers of Commerce has
been a comparable development
vehicle for the wider business
community for decades. However,
an increasing appreciation of the
value of the ecosystem/cluster
model means that this approach
has recently ‘come of age’, and
while the right capacity does not
yet exist, there is an emerging set
of structures that could form the
basis of a new approach to cultural
development. The advocacy,
resources and leadership of
GBSLEP will be important in making
this vision a reality.

Key recommendations
for Step 2
• GBSLEP should facilitate the creation of appropriate cultural
development vehicles within action zones, by providing
capacity-building support for a range of project development,
leadership and administration functions.
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REFINING
CULTURAL

by panel review and board
approval) can fully take these
criteria into account as part of the
‘ABC’ project-scoring criteria.

We suggest that
GBSLEP can encourage
better alignment between
cultural development and
economic development
by ensuring that every
new cultural sector
project that it invests in:

Photo: Sam Allard © Royal Shakespeare Company
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STEP 3

INVESTMENT
CRITERIA
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• Builds on regional
distinctiveness
• Extends or creates new
‘class-leading’ assets
• Takes an innovative approach
to cultural investment
• Contributes to a cluster/
ecosystem-based model
It is recommended that GBSLEP
publish a ‘Cultural Action
Framework’, setting out proposed
investment criteria for all of their
new projects involving culture.
This framework will be useful in
managing competing demands
on limited resources, and should
be designed to fit into existing
assessment processes for Local
Growth Fund monies and new
funding that might become
available.
It is important that these four
additional criteria are seen to
complement and extend the
generic project requirements for
GBSLEP investment and not
to replace them. In the normal
way, the project decision-making
process (officer analysis followed

Potential new Action Zones will
be brought to life through the
project activity they support.
This is where the interaction
between the place-making
approach (cultural action zones)
intersects with the decisionmaking criteria for individual
projects and initiatives, and the
new investment cycle is initiated.
The intention here is to move
away from a project assessment
approach that is artform- or
location-specific, towards a set of
criteria that ensure each project
contributes explicitly to the wider
intent of the Action Zone, and
in so doing disrupts the cycle of
atomised project proposals.
The four characteristics should
be addressed collectively, rather
than independently, to create a
matrix of impact and innovation
to support the full potential of
future policies and interventions.
They are initially proposed as a
tool through which GBSLEP can
differentiate its investments from
those of others (such as Arts
Council England and the National
Lottery Heritage Fund) and to
better fit its cultural role within
local economic development.
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Greater Birmingham and
Solihull has many identities
drawn from across its economic
and community past and
present. This means that it
has both the benefits and the
disadvantages of scale and
complexity: whereas a smaller
place can often more easily
characterise its distinctiveness
by a singular feature (its unique
geography, its primary industry,
its breakthrough technology
or its distinct demographic
characteristic), in a region of
this size, multiple features
overlap and confuse the
dialogue.
The usual approach to creating
a distinctive city-region identity
is to use a communications/
marketing model through which
a ‘brand’ is created for a place successful examples from New
York and Glasgow in the 1990s
still have a strong resonance.
However, this approach relies
on top-down enforcement of
message homogeneity, and
risks reducing the rich and
varied identities within a place
to hollow slogans with little
meaning to the majority of
people who live, work and play
there.
We propose an alternative
approach: to allow a much
more open, grassroots, selfdetermined approach to
distinctiveness. Not only will
this celebrate the scale of the
region and allow it to have

multiple voices, and in so doing
promote the idea of a liberal,
tolerant, connected and truly
authentic cultural place, but
it also allows distinctiveness
to be discursive, time-limited,
community and sector-driven,
and to continually evolve.
It places the ownership of
distinctiveness in the hands of
many people, and capitalises
on the dynamism of information
flow in a digital and highly
interconnected world.
The cultural life of a city
region is an ideal way for it to
express itself and to assert
its distinctiveness - after all, it
is through culture that people
explore, express and give
meaning and form to their
sense of self at an individual,
community and institutional
level.

• The biggest or best
example of something
• The thing that generates
the most value in economic
or social terms

Characteristic 2:
Extending or
creating new ‘classleading’ assets
The concepts of ‘classleading’ are used in
the GBSLEP Strategic
Economic Plan as a way
to describe sectors that
have been prioritised
for investment, and are
regularly applied to the
cultural sector in the same
way that they are to the
sports, bioscience or
automotive sectors. While
they are difficult concepts to
define, they often embody
the following values:

• The most innovative or
up-to-date version
• The most technologically
advanced version
• The highest level of skill
• A consistent demand
amongst audiences,
clients, donors or the
public for what they do
As such, the cultural
sector will often attribute
‘class-leading’ most
readily to certain concepts
- in Birmingham’s case
examples might include the
Symphony Hall, because of
the acoustic and audience
experience; the Museums
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collection because of
its scale, breadth, and
history compared to others
like it; or Birmingham
Opera Company’s ‘worldrenowned’ approach to
community engagement.
However, being ‘classleading’ is not simply about
scale, major institutions or
city centres. The term can
equally describe cultural
practice at a much smaller
scale, that is undertaken
with a level of experience
and skill, a dedication to
constant improvement and
curiosity, and a willingness
to develop and evolve. The
notion of ‘class-leading’ as
an investment criteria will
be open to interpretation by
project leaders, who in doing
so can self-determine the
class-leading nature of their
proposals, no matter their
scale or location.

Photo: Peter Williams. World War One
Commemoration, Kidderminster Arts Festival

Characteristic 1:
Building on regional
distinctiveness

Photo: Birmingham Culture Central
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The blurring of boundaries
between private, third sector
and public provision across
all other areas of civic life
is now commonplace including in health, housing
and transport. The proposed
Action Zone model will allow
the cultural sector to mirror
localised approaches such
as those adopted for low
carbon cities, local food
production and new forms of
neighbourhood renewal.

In 2016, initial ideas around
alternative approaches to
investment in the cultural
sector were explored by a
range of industry and regional
stakeholders in the Birmingham
Cultural Investment Enquiry.8
Three key themes emerged from
this work:

1.Asset leverage
A common approach in other
business sectors, large-scale
asset leverage programmes have
traditionally been prevented in
the cultural sector as a result
of charities occupying buildings
in other people’s ownership.
In 2017, a baseline study of
the major cultural assets in
Birmingham indicated a potential
large-scale ‘hidden’ economy,
where an increase in ownership
of properties could transform
cultural business models.
8

Photo: Digital Design Week

2.Next-generation
commercialisation
The current core
trading models of
the cultural sector,
including ticket
sales, catering
& hospitality and
outside hires, have
either stalled or
deliver only modest growth.
Audience numbers have largely
flat-lined, while communities and
individuals continue to generate
and experience culture both
digitally and experientially, and
the shifting of this landscape
is only likely to accelerate. To
create the next generation
of commercialisation, the
cultural sector will need to step
significantly beyond its current
practice: large-scale business
diversification is likely to be
required.

Photo: MAC. Little Geeks Festival

For our region to support
and develop the right
infrastructure and talent to be
‘class-leading’ we will need to
transition the current business
models of the sector. It is
important to understand this
not simply applying to those
organisations that have an
historic reliance on public
sector funding, but to equally
encourage the commercial
sector towards ‘good growth
outcomes’.

Photo: Verity Milligan. Birmingham
Weekender 2017. Clash of Drums

Characteristic 3:
Taking an innovative
approach to cultural
investment

Achieving long-term business
model change will require a
powerful mix of initiatives that
address commercialisation,
company structures, data,
technology, mergers and
acquisitions, assets and new
business structures that more
readily support loan and venture
finance. Core public investment
will still be a crucial part of
the financial mix, but any new
proposals should assume that
this investment stream is unlikely
to grow significantly.
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3. New forms of finance
This has often been mooted
in the sector but has yet to
be achieved at scale. The
key fundamentals of this
approach - the need for a
return on investment and for
securitisation (asset leverage)
- have continued to be elusive
but might represent the biggest
potential for wholesale shift
in the sector in a generation,
similar to that achieved when
the Higher Education sector
moved to a student fee/loan
structure, or social housing
being provided by third-party
organisations rather than directly
by local government. Clearly
the technical mechanisms of
change are different, but the
impact could be on a similar
scale.
It is expected that the next
phase of the Birmingham
Cultural Investment Enquiry
will explore the relationships
between these three areas
through a series of pilots and
case studies around funding
innovation.

https://www.culturecentral.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/birmingham-cultural-investment-enquiry.pdf
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Characteristic 4:
Contributing to a cluster/
ecosystem-based model

The concept of ‘cultural
ecology’ is touched upon
elsewhere in this report, as well
as its relationship to industrial
‘clusters’ in other sectors.
This report does not seek to
explore the full complexity
of economic cluster theory
but rather to link it to an
understanding of the
‘cultural ecology’ as a way of
responding to the contemporary
power of the cultural sector
in the city region. In simple
terms, cluster theory suggests
that clusters add value in three
ways:
• by increasing the productivity
of the companies in the
cluster;
• by driving innovation; and

Photo: Life Echo Exhibition

Photo: Vanley Burke.
5000 miles and 70 years

• by stimulating new
businesses.

Photo: Andrew Fox. Birmingham
Weekender 2017. Bulzini Funambulist
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Behind this theory is the
understanding that it is social
networks, innovation and
place-making that best creates
a working economic cluster. As
such, there exists a valuable
opportunity for GBSLEP to play
a significant role in encouraging
cultural sector cluster
development alongside that of
other industries.
As discussed in the introduction
to this report, the cultural
ecology in the city region is
now highly evolved, complex

and covers considerable scale
and activity. The unique mix of
large and small institutions, the
diversity and strength of the
city region’s communities, and
its rich demographic profile, all
indicate a cultural sector that
has the capability to be worldleading.
By drawing the ideas of cluster
theory and cultural ecology
together, we create a lens
through which to explore the
potential impact of projects
beyond their own organisational
structures and increase their
scope for amplification. We
propose that projects seeking
GBSLEP support should be
encouraged to express how
they are part of a wider system,
encouraging collaboration
rather than competition for
resources, and to ‘build in’ to
the design and conception
phase of projects a requirement
to think about how it will
positively impact on other parts
of the cultural ecosystem.

Key recommendations
for Step 3
• GBSLEP should publicise and implement cultural investment
criteria for new projects alongside explaining the value of
strong collaborative clusters.
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APPENDIX 1:
Towns & Local Centres (TLCs)
focus group participation summary

Participation in North Worcestershire session:

Focus groups were
conducted with stakeholders
in North Worcestershire
(Redditch/Bromsgrove/Wyre
Forest) and Staffordshire.
The objectives of each
session were to test the
emerging framework for
investment into TLCs for
culture, and to situate the
ideas in the realities and
ambitions of the local areas.

Name

Role

Organisation

Jonathan Cochrane

Arts, Events and Museums Manager

Leisure and Cultural Services
Bromsgrove District & Redditch
Borough Councils

Elaine Knight

County Arts Officer

Worcestershire CC

Debbie Birch

Consultant

Severn Arts / Elmley Foundation

Trevor Jones

CEO

Severn Arts

Anne Hannaford

Director of Arts & Culture

University of Worcester

Dorothy Wilson

Chair

Artrix / Culture Central

Bob Bignell

Chair

Bromsgrove Festival

Graham Mackenzie
Huw Moseley

Bromsgrove Festival
Arts and Events team

Organisation

Mal Dewhirst

Chair

Cannock Chase Cultural Heritage Hub

Kerry Hutchings

Stock, Services
and Activities Officer

Burntwood and Cannock Libraries

Tim Sharp

CEO Officer

Make Some Noise

John Callister

Head of NW Music Hub

Entrust

Laura Patrick

Arts and Events
Development Officer

Tamworth Arts & Events

Matthew Bowers

Head of Managed Growth,
Regeneration and Development

Tamworth Borough Council

John Smith

Business Development Manager

Leisure and Operational Services,
Lichfield District Council

Debbie Harris

Cannock Chase Council

Louise Rose

Creative Development Officer

Cannock Chase Council

Lisa Shephard

Inspiring healthy lifestyles

Ann Oldnall

Economic Regeneration Officer

Cannock Chase Council

Lisa Clemson

Tourism Manager

Visit Lichfield, Lichfield
District Council

Photo: Costume workshop at The Core Theatre, Solihull

Role

Photo: Art workshop at The Core Theatre, Solihull

Name

Photo: Comic workshop at
The Core Theatre, , Solihull

Photo: Dee Patel. Creative Black Country

Participation in Staffordshire session:

Photo: The Core Theatre, Solihull

Bromsgrove District & Redditch
Borough Councils

Further Reading

Related Birmingham City Council documents:
Our Cultural Future - Actions & Outcomes
A Creative Future - Actions & Outcomes
Culture On your Doorstep - Actions & Outcomes
A Creative City - Actions & Outcomes
Our Cultural Capital - Actions & Outcomes
Big City Culture 2010 - 2015
Public Art Strategy 2015
Birmingham Festivals Strategy Summary 2014 - 2017
Creative Future III 2015
Birmingham Heritage Strategy 2014 - 2019
Brum Culture 2019
Creative Futures III Consultation
Birmingham Public Art Strategy 2015 – 2019 Consultation
Birmingham Public Art Strategy Stakeholder Meeting
Heritage Strategy Consultation 2014 - 2019

Sector reports/literature:

‘Magnet Cities: Decline, Fightback, Victory’, KPMG (2014)
‘The Rise of the Creative Class’ by Richard Florida (Basic Books 2014)
‘The Geography of Creativity in the UK’, NESTA (2016)
‘Cultural Policy in the time of the Creative Industries, NESTA (2016)
‘Great Art and Culture for Everyone’, Arts Council England, ACE (2013)
‘Experimental Culture: a horizon Scan’, ACE (2018)

Fluid nature of cultural engagement and young people:

Photo: Steve Eggleton. Birmingham Weekender 2017, South Asian Medley

http://www.artsconnect.co.uk/young-peoples-cultural-journeys-the-report/
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/Cultural/-/Projects/Towards-cultural-democracy.aspx
https://www.anewdirection.org.uk/research/cultural-ecology

City Indexes, Globalisation and World Cities:

https://mobilityexchange.mercer.com/Insights/quality-of-living-rankings
https://www.innovation-cities.com/innovation-cities-index-2016-2017-global/9774/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/649980/Independent_Review_of_the_Creative_Industries.pdf
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc/
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/culture_on_the_high_street_july13.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/arts-and-culture
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/arts-and-culture/mayors-cultural-vision/usefulcultural-insights/cultural-tourism-vision
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/arts-and-culture/arts-and-culture-publications/
improving-places-culture-business

Regional strategies:

http://www.worcestershire.gov.uk/info/20088/about_your_council/109/worcestershire_
corporate_plan_2013-2017
1000 Days Arts Strategy - https://www.severnarts.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/
Worcester_Arts_Partnership_1000_Days_Strategy.pdf
http://www.bromsgrove.gov.uk/media/2844894/BDC-Council-Plan-2017-20.pdf
https://www.redditchbc.gov.uk/media/2844675/RBC-Council-Plan-FINAL-300117low-res.pdf
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Photo: Dani Bower. Simple Cypher at
Birmingham International Dance Festival
2018, produced by DanceXchange.
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